Meet Tony

Tony was born and raised in the inner city by his mother until he was nine years of age. His education stopped at the nine grade achievement test
when it was discovered that he was not registered at birth– a requirement by Government for entering high school. It was also discovered that his
literacy level was too low.

He started the auto– skill reading programme in 2006 but was not enthused due to the inability to read. But being that the programme was
computerized he became excited. It was noted by the trainers that his interaction with the programme lead to his violent temper being curved.
“The programme helped me to be more patient.” Tony completed 75% of the programme and is now able to read fluently.

In 2007 seventeen year old Tony sat the HEART TRUST NTA entrance test and passed the English test with a mark of 34 out of 50 questions.
The following month he sat a reading test on a construction site and is now employed there.

Meet Asha

Asha’s literacy level was way below average .All she was able to do is spell her first name with one ‘e’ and the word cat and dog. Asha however, entered
the world of sex and sexuality with a gun to her head by the ‘don’s’ right hand man. This led to her not liking herself and not been able to cope in school.As
a result she became unproductive.

She started the auto-skill reading programme in 2006 and she was excited only because of the presence of male teachers and that she was not around her
peers. Gradually through the programme and attendance at various workshops it was noticed that her focused changed especially after winning a reading
certificate from the Academy of Awards. The programme helped her develop self worth and self– appreciation as it kept on encouraging her at times when
she was struggling.

After completing 65 % of the programme in 2007 Adeena sat the HEART TRUST NTA test and passed. She now writes and reads above average level.

Meet Jason
Born and raised by his mother and father in upper Rose Town, with a heritage of his father being a gang leader and Jason his successor, Jason’s education stopped at age
12. This was particularly due to his heritage as he could no longer go to school because he was a prime target for violence. He was only safe in his community. Even though
he lived less than ½ mile from neighbouring high schools he could not attend as they were located across the border lines. He had to stay at home.

Jason on the other hand showed an eagerness to learn and to do graphics so he was encouraged to come to the center office not just for the auto skill but so that he could be
taught graphics. At the center he spent most of his time learning how to read as the programme fascinated him and kept him enthused. Jason had another problem though, as
his peers and fellow gang members were not impressed by him not hanging out with them anymore and even made threats at him. This did not stop him from coming to the
center.

Jason started the auto– skill reading programme in 2006.With his love for graphics, drawing and the skills achieved during his involvement with the Area Youth Project,
Jason became glued to the auto skill programme as he saw it as his gate way to accomplishing his dream of going to the Edna Manley College of the Visual Arts.

Throughout the auto skill program it was observed that Andre was struggling a lot as he had to deal with the pressure of being a gang leader and as such was sometimes
absent from the programme. His involvement in the programme however, helped him develop a very strong sense of will and courage to approach his father about not
wanting to follow his footsteps.

The auto– skills programme pointed out to Jason the fact that he had the power to overcome and to make his own decisions. Since the programme is self taught Jason was
able to pause when frustrated or stop when can’t be bothered. The trainers also pointed out to him that he was in charge and that the quicker he accomplished each task the
closer he got to his dreams. This was a bill thing for Jason.
Jason is now able to read fluently and write to a point where he is now working with a local bakery as a delivery guy. He still has his dreams; but now knows that nothing
happens over night.

“From the time I came to Kingston YMCA I have been learning to read and write. Before that when I was in primary school I never knew how to do so. But coming to the
Kingston YMCA helped me to pick up. On the computer I learnt how to rhyme and make up words”- male teenager at Kingston YMCA.

“The Programme has helped the children tremendously in my class because I have a lot of slow learners and since being placed on the programme, they

have enhanced their appreciation for learning new words and their speech and vocabulary has improved greatly
The children are very enthused about the programme and it also helps me feel good about teaching.. I would like to see this programme continue because
it helps bring students to a standard where they can read and speak fluently.” Rose Brown, Trainer Kingston Y.M.C.A.

